Practical 3-D radiotherapy planning of brain tumors.
In postoperative radiotherapy of brain tumors it is usually the case that preoperative imaging studies, either CT or MRI, were performed outside of the purview of the radiation therapy department. Thus the target volume is defined in an imaging study that does not lend itself readily for entry to a 3-D treatment planning system. A method is described that adjusts the patient structure defined by scan data to an appropriate position for radiotherapy. Software tools that are simple to use have been incorporated in a 3-D treatment planning program that allows oblique treatment planes to be defined. The program provides beam's-eye-view plots of the fields that are used to overlay simulation films and will automatically describe a field blocking outline that provides a prescribed margin on the target volume or other structures that have been defined. Finally, dose calculations in arbitrary planes through the head are made and isodose plots produced.